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BAND & ALBUM Information
Lead Vocals (Benjamin Hammans)

Guitar & Backing Vocals (Jonas Janßen)

Bass (Fabian Swars)

Drums (Michael Zettl)

INSTRUMENTS:

Band-description(long):

Found: 2008

Home: Niederrhein (NRW)

Releases: 2 (2012, 2016)

Homepage: www.phyria.com

Press-Info: www.phyria.info

Contact: info@phyria.com

INFORMATION:

Album: the colors among us (2016)   Release: 10-07-2016 
     Label: KTF-Records 
     Kick The Flame Publishing 
     Length: 65min

Video: mono:chromatic   http://video.phyria.com

Album: like slipping through dust (2012) Own production without Label

RELEASES:

01/2017 - Rock Hard Review (Print-Run: 20.000)

02/2017 - Legacy - Sampler and Review (CD & Print-Run: 20.000)

01/2013 - Gitarre & Bass (Print-Run: 40.000)

01/2013 - 1LIVE PlanB Interview (Radio; 1mio listeners/h)

PRESS (PICK):

With their second album „the colors among us“ PHYRIA once again show emotions, atmosphere and 
pure energy. Their previous release „like slipping through dust“ already proved to fans, enthusiasts 
and press that atmospheric, melodic music can emerge from germany. 

To live up to the ealier success, PHYRIA created a new record that pushed the limits of their creativity. 
„the colors among us“ portrays the whole (color-) spectrum of music in its high-contrast facets and 
monochrome characteristics in over 65 minutes. 

The record features everything from in-your-face break parts which are focused on the point up to 
excessive moments that leaves the listener urging to explore the acustic landscapes. For the main 
part PHYRIA fall back onto typical instruments and sounds of rock music, but never shy away from its 
coloration. The songs are framed by rhythmic guitars and playful verses that viciously erupt at times. 

PHYRIAs style of music resembles progressive and alternative rock music while always attracting the 
listeners with compositions beyond expectation. 

On stage in all of germany the bandmembers show themselves down-to-earth and approachable 
while passing their passion onto the audience. PHYRIA manage to make the complexity of their songs 
accessible to their listeners. Enthusiasts of atmospheric, powerful rock with melodic vocals will find 
an eclectic companion in PHYRIAs new album.

Album 2016 Album 2012

Band-description (short):

PHYRIA are returning with their new album “the colors among us”. Emotions, atmosphere and pure 
energy are portraying the whole (color-) spectrum of music in its high-contrast facets and mono-
chrome characteristics. Enthusiasts of energetic, powerful rock with melodic vocals will find a versa-
tile companion in PHYRIA’s new LP. 

PHYRIA are as moody and consistent as the unity of their members: vocalist Benjamin Hammans, 
guitarist Jonas Janßen, bassist Fabian Swars and drummer Michael Zettl.

www.kicktheflame.com

04.03.2017 - RockIT! Festival (Moers, Bollwerk107) 
11.03.2017 - SCP, Recklinghausen 
16.06.2017 - Traumzeit Festival (Duisburg)

LIVE (PICK):

Video 2016   mono:chromatic



Video: mono:chromatic (preview):

The musicvideo to mono:chromatic can be seen at http://video.phyria.com 
Camera & Cut: GE-FILMT.DE

Presspicture for Albumrelease: “the colors among us”. 
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